
“CAMPUS RECRUITMENT REPORT 

Campus recruitment drive was conducted on 13th March 2012 by UNICHEM 
LABORATORIES LTD. in H K College of Pharmacy Jogeshwari, Mumbai. 

UNICHEM Laboratories is one of the India’s most respected companies and apart from 
manufacturing various Pharma products in different therapeutic areas it also manufacture 
API’s as well as it is into research and development in NDDS and other areas also.  

It was a great honour for our college that UNICHEM Laboratories Ltd. showed interest and 
considered H K College of Pharmacy for conducting this campus recruitment drive to find 
fresh talent in the college, 

As it was the very first campus recruitment programme there was great enthusiasm, joy and 
curiosity in the students. 

Interviews were basically for medical representatives which are designated as Clinical 
Business Associate by the company.  

Panel of three members form HR group came for conducting the interviews Ms. Vineetha 
Nambiar, Mr. Alpesh Mhatre, Assistant Manager and Mr. Sandeep Shettigar Executive 
Manger UNICHEM Laboratories Ltd.  

The programme started with warm welcome of HR team by Dr.Rajeshri Dhurke who was 
also coordinator for the programme, this was followed by small movie presentation by 
Ms.Vineetha Nambair which gave detailed knowledge of company, its units in different areas 
as well as products. After that aptitude test was conducted, students qualifying the aptitude 
test were then interviewed personally by the respective HR person. 

Around 38 students participated in the campus interview drive, 34 students qualified aptitude 
test. Qualified students were then interviewed, results were declared after the interview round 
was completed. 

Nine students were shortlisted by the HR team; letters were given for the shortlisted students. 

Overall experience and feedback of the HR team was really good they were happy that 
students did well in the interviews. By seeing the positive response from the student they said 
they will visit the college again in future also. 

Programme was concluded by giving bouquets and gift as token of appreciation and respect 
to the panel members. 

Our Principal Dr. Anubha Khale quoted that such type of programmes are essential to boost 
the confidence of students as students face interviews personally they get more prepared for 
future. It’s kind of experience that they should get during their graduation level. 

Report prepared by: Dr.Rajeshri Dhurke 

 


